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1. The structure of the endomorphism ring of a primary abelian group was

studied by Pierce in [6] and [7]. Later, Stringall [8] considered the specific problem

of describing those primary groups which have the property that their endomor-

phism rings are generated additively by automorphisms. For a primary group G

having no elements of infinite height, Stringall actually gave necessary and sufficient

conditions for the endomorphism ring of G to be generated by automorphisms. One

of Stringall's conditions is that each isomorphism of G into G be expressible as the

sum of automorphisms of G. There are, of course, groups trivially satisfying this

condition because, for example, each isomorphism of G into G is already itself an

automorphism of G; however, in general the question of whether or not each

isomorphism of G into G is the sum of automorphisms seems to be roughly the

same order of difficulty as the original problem of whether each endomorphism

of G is the sum of automorphisms. Thus Stringall's work does not answer in a

completely satisfactory manner, even for groups without elements of infinite

height, the following problem. For which primary groups is the endomorphism

ring generated by automorphisms ? One of the main results of this paper is that all

totally projective /^-groups, with p / 2, have this property. This extends a recent

theorem of Castagna [1], who proved the result for totally projective groups having

length not exceeding a certain bound, in particular, for direct sums of countable

groups. Freeman established the result in [2] for direct sums of cyclic groups.

Throughout, p denotes a fixed prime and primary means /7-primary. Define

G[p] = [xe G : px = 0] and pG=[px : x e G]. For each ordinal a, define p"G

inductively by pa + 1G=p(paG) and pBG= (~\a<Bp"G if ß is a limit ordinal. Nota-

tionally, the operator pa takes priority over [p], that is, paG[p] means (paG)[p].

If G is a reduced primary group, there exists an ordinal a such that p"G=0. The

smallest such ordinal a is called the length of G. The height in G of an element x

of G is denoted by hG(x) and is defined to be the largest ordinal a such that x epaG;

if no such a exists, then we let hG(x) = oo. If G is a reduced primary group, then

ha(x) = oo only if jc=0.

2. The endomorphism ring of G is denoted by E(G) and A(G) denotes the auto-

morphism group of G. The subring of E(G) generated additively by A(G) is denoted

by {A(G)}. We shall be interested in extending automorphisms of subgroups of G to

automorphisms of G. In order to have any chance of extending an automorphism tt
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of a subgroup H oí G to an automorphism of G, obviously the following condition

must be satisfied: ha(rr(x)) = hG(x) for all x in H. If this condition is satisfied, we

say that tt preserves heights (in G)—the parenthetical phrase is usually deleted

when the meaning is clear.

The fact that E(G) = {A(G)} for a finite commutative group G of odd order is a

corollary of the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Let G be a p-primary abelian group with p>2 and let a be an

ordinal number. Suppose that A is a subgroup of G such that {p"G, A}/ A is finite.

Let cp be an endomorphism of G that maps A into A. If-rr and x are automorphisms of A

that preserve heights in G and if their sum is <p on A, then tt and x can be extended to

height-preserving isomorphisms of{paG, A) in such a way that their sum is still <p on
{paG, A).

Proof. There is nothing to prove if /Gs A, so we assume that p" G is not con-

tained in A. Let « be the smallest nonnegative integer such that pa + n + 1G^ A. Let

pa+nG[p] = (pa + nG[p] nA) + S. Observe that {pa + nG[p], A} = A + S. Since <p maps

A into A and since pa+nG[p] is a fully invariant subgroup of G, <j> must map A + S

into itself. Define 9 on S to be the composite map 6y where 6 is the natural pro-

jection oí A + S onto S. Then <p is an endomorphism of S. Since S is a (finite

dimensional) vector space over ZjpZ, we can write 9 as the sum of two units. Let

y = p + o where p and o are automorphisms of S. Let (tt, p) denote the endomor-

phism of A + S defined by: (tt, p)(a + s) = n(a) + p(s) ii ae A and s e S. We define

(x, a + <p — <p) in a similar manner. Clearly, (tt, p) and (x, <*+<p — <p) are automorphisms

oí A + S and their sum is 93. Moreover, (tt, p) and (x, a + <p — f) preserve heights in G ;

we verify, for example, that (x, o + <p — y) is height preserving. Consider a + s where

ae A and se S. If 5 = 0, then (x, o + <p — f)(a + s) = x(a) and the height of a + s = a

is not altered since x preserves heights. If ha(a)<a+n, then hG(a+s)=ha(a) since

sepa + nG. Hence (x, o + (p — y)(a + s) = x(a) + a(s) + <p(s) — ¥(s) has the same height

in G as a + s since x(o), a and a + s all have the same height and since o(s), (p(s) and

y(s) all have greater height. We have shown that in order for (x, o + y — <p) to alter

the height oí a + s it must be the case that j#0 and ha(a)^a + n, so assume that

5^0 and that «G(a)^a-l-n. Then the height of a+s is exactly a + « and it is easy to

verify that the height of (x, o+y—f)(a+s) is also exactly a + n. Thus (x, o+<p-<p)

preserves heights in G.

At this point, we have extended tt and x to height-preserving automorphisms of

A + S such that the sum of the extensions is still 99. For simplicity of notation, we

now consider the domain of tt and x to be A + S and we let B0 = A + S. Set B

={pa+nG, A}. We wish to extend tt and x to height-preserving automorphisms oí B

in such a way that their sum is <p. Suppose that B0^Bx^B and that tt and x have

been extended to mappings of Bx into G in such a way that their sum is 99 on Bx and

the extensions continue to preserve heights in G. Observe that tt and x must map Bx

into B (but not necessarily Bx). Suppose that BX^B. Choose x in B not in Bx.
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Since x+B1 = x'+B1 where x' epa+nG, we assume that x is in pa+nG. Note that

x + bepCí + n + 1G is impossible where b e Bx since pa + n + 1G^AçB1 and x^Bx.

Also observe that px epa+n + 2G implies that x-a epa + nG[p]sB0^B1 and that

xeBx. Hence hG(px) = a+n+\. Since px e A and since tt is height preserving,

ha(Tr(px)) = a+n+l. Thus there exists yepa+nG such that py = -rr(px).

We can extend n to a height-preserving isomorphism of {Bu x} into B by mapping

x onto v. Extend x to {Bu x) by setting x = <p — tt. Then x maps {Bx, x) into B and is

height preserving, by hypothesis, on Bx. In order to show that x is height preserving

on {Bu x}, let z = x + b where b e Bx. If hG(b)^a + n, then hG(z) = a + n and «G(x(z))

= «G(ç)(x)-v + x(^))^a-(-«. Assume hG(x(z))>a + n. Then pzepa + n + 2G which as

we have shown is impossible. Now consider the case where hG(b)<a+n. We have

h0(z) = hG(b) = «G(x(F)) = ««(.pW-j + x©) = hG(x(z)),

and conclude that x is height preserving on {Bx, x}. It follows that tt and x can be

extended to height-preserving isomorphisms of B into B in such a way that their

sum is (p. Since F//4 is finite, tt and x are necessarily automorphisms of B. Since

pa+nG^B, the theorem now follows by induction on «, the smallest nonnegative

integer such that />a + n + 1Gs A.

3. In this section, Theorem 2.1 is generalized in several directions. In order to

make these generalizations, we shall frequently need to consider subgroups with the

following property.

Definition 3.1. A subgroup A of the primary group G is called a nice subgroup

of G if pa(GIA) = {paG, A} IA for each ordinal a.

It was shown in [3] that if G is totally projective, then there exists a collection <€

of nice subgroups of G such that :

(0) 0 g <€.
(A) <€ is closed with respect to group-theoretic union.

(2) If A e <€ and if 77 is a subgroup of G such that {A, H}jA is countable, there

exists Be<£ such that B~3.{A, 77} and B\A is countable.

For details concerning totally projective groups see [5] or [3].

The next theorem is of interest even when <p=0 in which case/» can be an arbitrary

prime.

Theorem 3.2. Let G be a p-primary abelian group where p^ 2 and let A be a nice

subgroup of G. Suppose that <p is an endomorphism of G that maps A into A and

suppose that tt and x are height-preserving automorphisms of A such that tt + x = (P

on A. Let B be a finite extension of A and suppose that tt and x have been extended

to height-preserving isomorphisms from B into G, B >-» B' andB >-»■ B", in such a way

that 7T+x = <p on B. If F is any finite extension of A, then there exist finite extensions

C, C, and C" of B, B', andB", respectively, all containing F such that tt andx can be

extended to height-preserving isomorphisms C >-» C" and C >-»- C" in such a way that

TT + X — f  0n   C-
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Proof. Since F is a finite extension of a nice subgroup of G, B is a nice subgroup

of G. The same holds for B' and B". Thus each coset x + B contains an element

that has maximal height. Such a distinguished element of a coset is called a proper

element.

Suppose there exists x in F not in B. We shall choose such an x with px e B.

Moreover, since F is a nice subgroup of G, we can choose x proper with respect to

B. Let hG(x) = a. Two cases are distinguished.

Case 1. ha(p(x+b)) — a+1 for each beB such that x+b is a proper element of

the coset x+B.

Since tt is height preserving, there exists y in G such that /iG(.y) = a and 77(/?x) =/ry.

Extend tt and x to {F, x} by letting Tt(x)=y and x(x)=q>(x)-y. Then -n- and x are

height preserving and (p=ir+x on {B, x}.

Case 2. ha(p(x + b)) è « + 2 for some ¿eB such that x 4- 6 is a proper element of

the coset x+F.

In Case 2, we can choose x such that « G(px) ̂  a + 2. Then px =pg where g £/?"+1G.

Note that x—g is in G[/?] and is proper with respect to B. Since tt: B >-»■ F' is height

preserving and since B and 5' are finite extensions of A, there exists z± in G[/>]

having height a and proper with respect to B'. Similarly, there exists z2 in G[p]

having height a and proper with respect to B". Observe that one of zx, z2 and

Zx+z2 has height a and is proper with respect to both B' and B", so choose z in

G[p] that has height a and is proper with respect to both B' and B". Let wepa+1G

be such that n(px)=pw. Set y=w+z. We can extend tt to a height-preserving

isomorphism from {B, x} into G by mapping x onto y. Furthermore, if <p — n

does not preserve heights on {B, x}, we can make <p — -n preserve heights by changing

the definition of y to y = w + 2z—this change is perfectly acceptable since/? #2.

We have shown that we can extend tt and x in the desired way to a common

domain containing x, but we need to show now that we can extend so that x is also

contained in the images of w and x- First, we concentrate on tt. As usual, there is no

loss of generality in assuming that px e B', x $ B', and that x is proper with respect

to B'. As before, there are two cases.

Case 1. ha(p(x+b'))=a+1 for each b' e B' such that x+b' is a proper element

of the coset x+B'.

There exists y e G such that hG(y) = a and n(py) =px. We can extend tt to {B, y}

by mapping y onto x. This extension is height preserving and it is easy to verify that

<p—tt is also height preserving.

The next case is the most difficult part of the theorem.

Case 2. hG(p(x+b'))^a+2 for some b' e B' such that x+b' is a proper element

of the coset x+B'.

In this case we can choose x such that hG(px)^a+2. Since px=pg where

g epa+1G, it follows that x—g has order p, height a, and is proper with respect to

B'. Thus there exists z in G[p] having height a which is proper with respect to B.

Choose wepa + 1G such that n(pw)=px and let y = w+z. We can extend irtoa
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height-preserving isomorphism, that contains x in its image, by mapping y onto x.

However, <p — n may not preserve heights ; <p — tt fails to preserve heights if and only if

(1) <p(z)-x + x(bo)epa + 1G   for some ¿>o e F.

Before, the situation was remedied by changing the definition of y to w+2z.

Unfortunately, the same change now does not necessarily remove the defect; we

can have both (1) and

(2) 2<p(z)-x+x(b{)epa + 1G   for some ^ g F.

However, (1) and (2) immediately yield

(3) <p(z)+x(bi-bo)ep°^G

and

(4) x+x(b1-2bo)ep"^G.

Setting b2 = 2b0-b1, we have from (4) and the fact that x=<p-tt the relation

(5) JC + 7r(¿>2)-<p(¿>2)G/>« + 1G.

Observe that hG(b2)^a since «G(¿¡)^a for i'=l,2. Furthermore, hG(pb2)^a+2

since px epa + 2G and pz=0. Let

(6) p"G[p] = Sa+p«+iG[p].

All the time we have known that there exists an element in Sa that is proper with

respect to B', but (5) tells us more. Let Ea = p<p(Sa), where p is the natural projection

of p"G[p] onto Sa, associated with the decomposition (6). For any subgroup 77 of G,

define
Fa(77) = [eeEa: e + h epa + 1G   for some « g 77].

From (5) and the fact that x (and therefore x+7r(¿>2)) is proper with respect to F',

we conclude that EajEa(B')^0. We shall borrow from Lemma 3.3 the result that

Ea\Ea(B')^Ea\Ea(B"). Hence there exists e in Ea not in Ea(B"). However, by the

definition of Ea, we have e=p<p(z') for some z' eSa. Since e $ Ea(B"), (p(z')+b"

<£ pa + 1G if b" g F". Recall that z epa + 1G[p] was chosen proper with respect to B

and has height a. We may of course assume that z g Sa. Observe that at least

one of z, z' and z+z' is proper with respect to F and has the property that its

image under <p is proper with respect to B". Hence we may assume that z e Sa is

proper with respect to B and that <p(z) is proper with respect to B". However, with

this choice of z, we find that (3) is impossible, so we can extend 7r by mapping

w+z onto x or we can extend by mapping w+2z onto x. One or the other makes

¡p-TT height preserving and tt is height preserving in either case. Since n and x

are symmetric with respect to the hypotheses, the proof of the theorem is finished.

Lemma 3.3. Ex/E^B^^Es/E^B"), the notation and hypotheses being the same

as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.

Proof. For each xeEa(B'), there exists beB such that x+ir(b) epa+1G. Since

7T=<p-x, we have x+<p(b)~x(b) epa+1G. Since px=0 and since tt preserves
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heights, pbepa+2G. Let pb=pw where wepa + 1G. Observe that b — w epaG[p]

= Sa+pa + 1G[p]. Let (p(b-w) = s+t where s e Sa and tepa + 1G[p]. We note that 5

is uniquely determined by x and that <p(b)—s epa+1G. Denoting s by </<(x), we have

that x+4>(x)-x(b)epa+1G. Clearly, >/>(x) e PV(Sa) = Ea, so x+</-(x) e Ea(B"). The

mapping x-> x+<ji(x) is an isomorphism of the vector space Ea(B') onto Ea(B")

that takes the subspace Ea(A) onto itself. Since B' and B" are finite over A, it

quickly follows that Ea(B') and Ea(B") are finite over Fa(^4). Thus Ea(B')¡Ea(A)

and Ea(B")¡Ea(A) have the same finite dimension, and we conclude that EajEa(B')

^Ea/Ea(B").

Our main result is the following

Theorem 3.4. Suppose that G is ap-primary abelian group withp^2. Let H be a

nice subgroup of G and let <p be an endomorphism of G that maps H into itself. If the

restriction of<p to H is the sum of two automorphisms of H that preserve heights in G,

then (p is the sum of two automorphisms of G provided that G\H is totally projective.

Proof. Let <e? be a collection of nice subgroups of GjH that satisfy conditions

(0)-(2); recall the introduction to this section. Consider the family J5" of subgroups

A of G such that H^A^G and A/H el?. Let S denote the set of extensions tt+

of 77 with the property that tt+ and ç>—tt+ both are automorphisms of some Ain^

that preserve heights in G. The set S can be ordered in the natural way ; one element

of S is greater than another if the first is an extension of the second. Since Zorn's

lemma is applicable there is a maximal element tt+ of S, which we shall continue

to denote by tt. Let tt: A >-»■ A and set x=<P — "" '■ A >-*■ A. Since A/His a nice sub-

group of GjH, it follows that A is a nice subgroup of G.

Suppose that A /G and let x in G be outside of A. By Theorem 3.2, there exist

finite extensions Bx >-»- B'x and Bx >-»- B'{ of tt and x, respectively, that preserve

heights and such that the sum is <p on Bx where xe Bx. Repeated applications of

Theorem 3.2 yield ascending sequences of such finite extensions Bn >-» B'n and

Bn >-»- Bn with the property that

Fn + 1 n B'n + X n B"n+i 2 Bn u B'n u B"n.

In particular, (J Fn = (J B'n = (J F^> « < «>. Moreover, using condition (2) on the

collection (€, we can force (Un<m Bn)/H to be a member of (€. This gives us an

element of S still larger than our maximal element, so we conclude that A = G.

This concludes the proof of the theorem.

4. In this section we give a few applications of Theorem 3.4. Taking H=0 in

Theorem 3.4, we obtain

Theorem 4.1. A totally projective p-group, p^=2, has the property that any

endomorphism is the sum of two automorphisms.

Corollary 4.2 (Castagna). If the primary group G is a direct sum of countable

groups and has an odd prime associated with it, then any endomorphism of G is the

sum of two automorphisms.
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A trivial corollary of Theorem 4.1 is the following

Corollary 4.3. E(G)={A(G)} if G is a totally projective p-group with p ^2.

More along the line of [4], we have

Corollary 4.4. If G is p-primary and if G\p "G is totally projective for some

ordinal a, then any automorphism of p aG can be extended to an automorphism of G.

The reason that no restriction on p is necessary in Corollary 4.4 is that no re-

striction is necessary for Theorem 3.2 in case 93 = 0.

Corollary 4.5. Let G be a p-primary group with />/2 and let a be an ordinal

number such that G\paG is totally projective. Then E(G) = {A(G)} if and only if

E(p°G) = {A(p«G)}.

Proof. The proof is trivial in one direction (without Theorem 3.4) since p"G is

fully invariant. In order to show that E(paG) = {A(paG)} implies E(G) = {A(G)}, let

95 g E(G) and assume that E(p aG) = {A(p aG)}. Let 9 „ be the restriction of <p to p "G.

Write 9>a = 27ra,i where 7rai is an automorphism oip"G. By Corollary 4.4,wa#< can

be extended to an automorphism tt¡ of G for each i. Now p = <p - 2 7r¡ is an endo-

morphism of G that is zero on p "G. Hence p is the sum of two automorphisms on

paG and therefore p is the sum of two automorphisms on G. Write p — tt+x where

77 and x are automorphisms of G. Then 95=2^i+77-+xisa sum of automorphisms.

Almost the same argument can be used to establish the following result; for

definition of large subgroup, see [6].

Corollary 4.6. Let G be a p-primary group with p + 2 and let L be a large

subgroup ofG. Then E(G) = {A(G)} if and only if E(L) = {A(L)}.
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